The third night of the sanctuary was marked by ayahoo, a telegram to President Johnson, a gong to give the sprawling structure its first clear shape of the feet. Thursday evening, tensions flared as the O'Connor supporters and opponents argued over the use of the microphone and the abuse of the right of free speech. A telegram was sent to President Johnson asking him as Commander in Chief to order the troops to leave the Army, while a rumor circulated that the PCTC group was planning to bring to the sanctuary participants bodily. It is, in his last moments of the night, that he believed that the band would never make it out alive. His hands revealed that nearly everyone in the hall at that time planned to spend the night there. Little thought everyone extraneously, as people settled down to wait.

It seems that problems to efficiently find and meet needs seem to be focused primarily on international scale. Student government officials announced that North Vietnam understands the bombing will be removed if prompt and useful talks are not insisted in Paris, and that the fighting in the South can end in any case. The bombing halt applies only to North Vietnam. This apparently permits US bombing of enemy supply lines in Laos or Cambodia, although the United States has never acknowledged that it conducts bombing raids there.

(Continued on page 2)

Salisbury analyzes intelligentsia

The Sakharov Paper, a discussion of the reasons and means for cooperation and cooperation between the Soviet Union and the United States, was presented in more detail by J. L. Hark in the first of three symposiums convened for the symposium's open discussion given by Mr. Salisbury. The president of the University of Washington said that the USSR has understood the implications of the position and condition of the Russian intelligentsia.

Position of intelligentsia

The Russian intelligentsia, according to Mr. Salisbury, occupy a rather special place in the structure of Russian life and history. Since they are the few, very few, who possess any appreciation of education, they feel on obligation to the Russian society to maintain a hold over the intelligentsia at times and they led numerous attempted coupes before the final solution. The Bolshievaks were themselves very much a group of rough and iron-willed intelligentsia. These people were part of a tradition of maintaining the government goes back to the time of Catherine the Great. The monarchy had repeatedly tried to crush the spirit of the intelligentsia, and, rather than being weakened by this process, the leaders were strengthened. When the Bolsheviks took over they tried to destroy this discipline system. Their original aims were highly idealistic and they were, of course, defeated by their means. They set up a police state to enforce the imprisonment of a government designed to eliminate the police state.

Toughness of spirit

Mr. Salisbury then pointed out that a man of Sakharov's stature would be able to speak up and able to find others among the scientific and other educational communities who agree with his liberal viewpoint indicates that the same toughness of spirit remains in the Soviet intelligentsia of today. Most of the Russian intelligentsia members of Russia has motivated Sakharov, and apparently other members of the intelligentsia, in but a way which challenges developments not only in Russia but has on an international scale.

(Continued on page 7)

Entertainment at the sanctuary took many forms including this puppet show which was shown over the weekend.
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